Worksheet 5. Vocabulary review

Check the word or phrase that means the same as the word or phrase that is given.

1. world market
   O a large department store
   O markets all over the world

2. more or less
   O approximately
   O a large amount

3. twin-engine plane
   O a plane with ten engines
   O a plane with two engines

4. flight
   O an insect
   O a trip of an airplane

5. financial
   O about money
   O about science

6. drill (noun)
   O a machine
   O a liquid

7. crazy
   O terrific
   O very strange and not sensible

8. hire
   O find
   O pay someone to work

9. reject
   O accept
   O say “no” to

10. on the way out
    O becoming popular
    O becoming unpopular